
Lessons learned from Public Land DIY Elk 

*********I’m almost always hunting on my own, everything is easier with friends or help********* 

1. Have a plan for success. A big bull could be a seven trip pack out by yourself. This depends 

on how much gear you must also get out, how much you can carry on your own, are you 

going to do a shoulder mount (need the cape) or euro-mount (don’t need the cape). How will 

you prevent meat spoilage? You might need contractor trash bags with the meat in them, 

taped shut and sunk in a creek or pond? If so, you might have to go swimming. What if 

there’s no pond? Maybe if it’s real warm out and you’re by yourself you shouldn’t hunt very 

far from your truck. How will you keep it cool at the truck until you get it home? A plan for 

success if often overlooked, killing an animal without a plan can ruin a hunt just as bad as a 

broken ankle. 

2. Play the wind, understand thermals and use all the wind knowledge you’ve got to not only 

hunt, but to plan your movements and your hike in and out routes. Wind is the #1 

consideration every minute that you’re elk hunting. 

3. If you spike out, don’t be lazy and camp right on or near your best spots. Move at least one 

major terrain feature away from where you last saw the elk or the spot your hunting to set up 

your camp. 

4. If you’re going to hunt out of a blind in an open area/meadow, set it over it out as early as 

practical before you intend to hunt it. Spray a whole lot of scent control spray on it and 

consider peeing around it a lot. Animals don’t know human pee from any other animal and it 

will help mask the scent. If you don’t mind your blind smelling like an elk wallow and you’re at 

a wallow, consider smearing some of the mud from the wallow on it. 

5. If you’re going to set a stand or blind near water take into consideration the trails coming into 

or out of the water hole in the context of how the animals will come in or go out. Then look at 

the prevailing winds and the thermals in the context of those trails. Just putting a stand or 

blind where you think it looks good or the easiest or closest tree to climb, without considering 

those things is folly. 



6. Your deer bow and arrow set up will be fine, you don’t need a cape buffalo or grizzly set up. 

My wife has killed multiple bulls and cows with 53# draw and 367gr arrow. 

7. If you’re shooting low kinetic energy (low poundage bow <60lbs with a light arrow <400gr) 

please wait until the animal is broadside and consider very seriously shooting a cut on 

contact broadhead – not a mechanical. 

8. I use a chest freezer in the back of my pick-up to bring the meat home. I run that chest 

freezer off a Goal Zero Yeti 1400 solar generator. That’s fairly expensive as an initial 

investment, but over the years it’s paid for itself by not having to buy huge expensive coolers 

and hundreds of dollars of ice or dry ice. If I’m hunting totally on my own, not parking at a 

friend’s place or staying at a campground already, after I kill an animal and have the meat in 

the freeze in the truck, I go to a campground or find a place to plug the freezer in to get it 

cooled down. Pretty simple formula once I get it back to the truck: bone out the meat, double 

trash bag it, tape it closed and put it in the freezer. 

9. If you’re hunting in a high-density bear area or it’s been a bad year for tree mast/berries and 

the bears are very hungry you might have problems with your downed animal being claimed 

by a bear. Read up on the state regulations and understand what it means when an animal 

“claims” your animal. Bears in the Rockies must hibernate to survive and if they’re not put on 

enough fat by fall to survive the winter in their den, they’ll get more aggressive in their feeding 

patterns. It is not just a meat harvest and who gets to keep it consideration, it’s a safety 

consideration. 

10. My best plan is to get the meat off the carcass and hung in a tree a good distance from the 

carcass ASAP, but that is not always possible, so I carry some regular old plastic grocery 

bags in my kill kit when I’m hunting in high density bear areas. If I have to leave before I’ve 

got the animal completely boned out and hanging, I will cut a sapling, drive it into the ground 

in such a way that anything that pulls or pushes the carcass will knock it over. Then I tie a 

couple grocery bags to it. They smell like plastic, flap in the wind and generally make a 

ruckus that scare things. It’s also easy to see them from a long way off with binoculars. So, I 

can sneak back into my carcass with the wind in my favor and glass that stake and see those 



bags. If I don’t see the stake still up, I still go in and investigate, because maybe it just fell 

down? But if it’s down, I go in ready to bump a bear. 

11. A well hit elk will die quickly, with a rifle or archery tackle. A poorly hit elk with walk a long 

way before it dies. Bring marking tape and a GPS, use them both when tracking. 

12. Elk are loud animals, you will hear them walking through the timber usually before you see 

them, especially if you’re hunting before or after the rut. Don’t be worried if you break a stick 

or roll a rock if the wind is in your favor. 

13. Elk have huge eyes that are sensitive to light and movement, but if you’re camo is good and 

you have a good back drop to break up your silhouette SIT STILL they probably won’t figure 

you out. If they detect movement you’re probably done for that encounter. 

14. You may have to draw back early and hold it back for a while. If you wait until the elk is in the 

open and broadside to draw, you’ll probably get busted. If you cannot hold your bow back for 

at least a minute and still make a shot you’ll need to train on that or lower your draw weight 

until you can or a combination of both.  

15. If you’re sitting water DO NOT freak out when you first see elk, especially a lone bull. He’s 

probably a satellite bull and will take his time getting to the water. He will circle to get the wind 

and approach as if his life depends on it, especially in country where they are lions and 

bears. Just be cool. Take lots of deep breaths and wait, then wait some more. When he 

finally drinks, you’ve got a shot opportunity.  

16. Elk herds or “gangs” are led by the lead cow. If an elk herd comes in and ignore you, it’s 

because she hasn’t busted you. Don’t’ wait on that to happen. Pick your elk, draw your bow 

and make a shot. It’s a weird duality of an individual elk versus elk in a herd. But in this 

instance, you can actually get away with movement – but not for long. 

17. Calling elk is a lot like calling turkeys – take what they give you. If they’re quiet, you might 

want to still hunt, ambush or “bushwack” that day and take it easy on the calling. If they’re 

vocal, then you can also be vocal. 

18. Bulls, especially older bulls want to see the cow before they commit and come that final 50-

100yds. If you’ve got a hot bull answering your calls, especially if he’s an older bull, he’s 



going to most likely “hang up” just out of bow range. He’s gauging the distance to you with his 

ears and you should be doing the same thing. When you feel like he’s getting close, make 

one last call and then move very quickly toward him at least 30 paces and set up. 

19. Elk sign is hard to miss, rubs, wallows and tracks are big things. If you’re an eastern whitetail 

hunter, you already know the drill, the more sign = more animals. Now, elk will not always use 

the same route everyday like a whitetail. They might take 2 or 3 days to come back by your 

spot. If you’re thinking of stand or blind hunting some fresh sign or trails, give it a day or two 

before you move. 

20. Elk are always within a ½ mile of water during the late summer before the rut.  

21. The middle of the day in the elk woods or mountains is usually a quiet time when you can eat 

and rest. It’s weird almost the whole ecosystem seems to say, “It’s too hot. We’re going into 

the dark timber to rest.” Even the birds slow their calls and it gets quiet. If you’re hunting 

water, be careful with resting near the water in the middle of the day – bears love to drink 

about 11:00am to 1:00pm. If you’ve got a bear tag in your pocket there’s much to consider, 

but keep sharp until about 2pm. 

22. In some states, elk season and black bear season run concurrently. You might consider a 

black bear tag to go along with your elk tag. The problem and it’s a good problem to have, is 

that a bear is equally challenging to skin, quarter and pack out. Also, if you don’t get the fat 

off the meat of a bear quickly it can rapidly turn rancid and ruin the meat. 

23. Rut hunts are awesome, but they also bring more hunters, just something to consider. The 

elk are still there late season and it’s pretty easy to draw or buy Over-the-Counter (OTC) a 

late season rifle tag. 


